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TROPHY ROOM TO BE
DESIGNATED IN GYM
BY NEW COMMITEE

Ken Black Gets 2 Votes
For J. Hallahan Trophy
Kenneth Black attained noteworthy mention at the I3.A.A.
Games at Boston Saturday when
he received two votes towards the
John Hallahan Trophy, which was
awarded to Arnold Adams, former
Bates' star, for the best performance turned in at the games. Black
ran a spectacular race as anchor
man for the two mile relay team to
defeat Harvard's anchor runner after the latter had a 15 yard lead
over him and win the race for
Maine. John Spitz of N. Y. U.,
high jumper, received the second
highest number of votes with Glen
Cunningham of Kansas, brilliant
miler, obtaining third place in the
voting. Ken Black and Bill Bonthron of Princeton, 1000 yard winner, were tied for fourth place.

Room Selected; Will Decide
On What To Display
And Equipment
,n Lamert S. Corbett, chairman of
Athletic Board, as a result of a vote
:s-sed by that Board, has appointed a
inittee to consider the question of esshing an Athletic Trophy Room on
•„, campus. This conunittee consists of
C. E. Crossland '17, Orono, Alumni Secretary; Valter A. Danforth, Bangor, representing the Board of Trustees; Dean A.
Deering '12, Orono, President of the
O(neral Alumni Association; J. Harvey
il,t.:1ure '05, Bangor, member of the Athistic Board, and Theodore S. Curtis '23,
itoulty Manager of Athletics.
Three definite duties have been assigned
:o this committee. First, to decide upon
;be location of a trophy room; second, to
,etcrinine what trophies will be displayed;
.its1 third, to select and have ordered the
type of equipment which is to be used for
lisplaying the trophies.
• only the committee has had two
1-•. A room on the second floor ui
new Alumni Memorial Gymnasium
cen selected and will later be desigss the Trophy Room. The question
shall be displayed is under conWith many cups of varying
and importance, with several banrepresenting track and cross country
isimpionships, and with scores of footsal!s, baseballs, and basketballs as well
.is much other material, careful study
must be given to policies which are to be
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QUEEN TO BE PICKED WINTER CARNIVAL IS MAINE RELAYERS TAKE
AT MIDWINTER BALL PLANNED FOR THURS. FIRST IN B. A. A. MEET
ON WEDNESDAY NITE BY INTRAMURAL A.A. OUTCLASSING HARVARD
Blues Singer Will Be Feature Group and Individual Awards
To Be Given. Morning,
As Well as Georgians
Afternoon Events
At Annual Hop

Janey, the female blues singer, The 's titer carnis iii n lot will take
will be one of the large features of place 011 February 22 is a revival of an old
campus custom that has been discarded
the annual Intramural Ball which for many years. This year the Intramural
will be held in the new Memorial Athletic Association is sponsoring such
Gymnasium next Wednesday eve- a carnival in which both men and women
rting from eight o'clock to one. The may compete in an attempt to revive the
given to the dormiother big feature of the ball will be custom. Cups will be
tory or fraternity group that gathers the
the selection of a queen of the ball, most points, and medals will be awarded
following out a custom started by to individual high scorers.
the Intramural Ball committee last
• year. A bronze loving cup will be
All entries for the Winter
presented to the co-ed who is seCarnival must be received by
lected as queen of the ball by a secTed Curtis by Monday night,
February 19. This includes
ret committee, the membership of
both individuals and reprewhich will not be divulged.
sentative groups.
Lloyd Raffnel and his Georgians,
Maine's most outstanding dance •
Varsity winter sport men will be al
World Famous Speaker Will orchestra, has been engaged to sup- lowed to enter but two events so tha
ply the music for the affair. The both the experienced and inexperienced
Address Students at
Georgians are well known on the
(Contini. i•ii Page Five)
Special Assembly
campus, and have played here often.
Sherwood Eddy, who will speak at as- at other formals, and at fraternity
sembly tomorrow morning at 9:30 on house parties.

SHERWOOD EDDY TO
LECTURE TOMORROW

The University did not have an athletic
trophy room before the new gymnasium
N'as completed. The trophies were scattered widely over the campus, as a result
very few had any knowledge of the number or type of trophies which had been
won. Under the new plan all trophies
will be brought together and will be displayol in the most effective manner possiK,

HUBERT HERRING SPEAKS
FRIDAY ON PAN AMERICA
Noted Churchman and Newspaper
Correspondent Gives Colorful
Speech in New Memorial Gym
\`• it dm country needs is a new type
-.actor to Latin American counian of real understanding and api of the problems, culture, and
of the Latin American people,
oAtit driven home by Dr. Hubert
:ring, head of the department of
•
relations of the Congregational
:r. lies of the United States, director of
ommittee on cultural relations with
\ merica, and correspondent of The
The Christian Science Monitor,
,
ton Transcript. and the Philadeloi tied, in his address before students
!ity members of the University of
it assembly in the new Memorial
iast Friday morning.
Herring, who had just returned to
• Liiited States front the Pan American
•i :once at Montevideo by plane, spoke
• high seriousness colored with subtle
Ile described his trip over Soul!
and then told of the work of the
•1 delegation at Montevideo. lie
oted Secretary of State Cordell
.: ad of the United States delega'oi ausc. he said, Mr. Hull was more
.1 in stopping a foolish war going
nth America than in winning any
Mar interest for the United States.
id that the United States delegation
hack from Montevideo with a new
ietter type of relationship with Latino wan countries, largely through the
of Cordell Hull.
(Continued on Page Six)

"Danger Spots in the Social Order," made
a distinct impression on students of the
University of Maine when he spoke here
three years ago. Mr. Eddy has acquired
world fame as an author and lecturer,
and is remembered here not only for his
power as a speaker but also for the points
he drove home in his lecture at assembly
here titled "The Present World Situation."
At present Mr. Eddy is making a tour
of the colleges of New England, and this
week-end he will be the principal speaker
at the tenth annual Northfield Mid-Winter Conference to be held at the Northfield Hotel in East Northfield, Mass.
Tomorrow evening at the Penobscot
Valley Country Club, Mr. Eddy will lead
a discussion on Soviet Russia M forum
style. Preceding the discussion there will
be a supper, which any student may attend by securing a ticket at the M.C.A.
building.
Mr. Eddy, after graduating from Yale
University in the class of 1891, went to
India to work among the students of the
Indian Empire. This led him to the position of Secretary of Asia for the National Council of the Young Men's Christian
Association, in which capacity he served
for some time in China, Japan, India, and
the Near East. He has often made visits
to Russia, and during the world war he
made a speaking tour of Asia. More recently, in 1931-32, he was in China, called
there by Chinese leaders to help stem the
tide of Chinese communism. It will be
remembered that at this time there was
actual fighting between the Chinese and
Japanese. He was in Mukden shortly
before it was invaded by the Japanese.
Among the world figures that Sherwood Eddy has interviewed are: Ramsey
MacDonald. Stanley Baldwin, Lloyd
George, President von Ilindenburg,
George Bernard Shaw, Mahatma Ghandi,
Albert Einstein. and many others.

Ken Kimball'35 and W
Cleaves in Auto Crash
Kenneth Kimball, a junior, and Ward
Cleaves, a former Maine student and now
a foreman in one of the United States
C.C.C. camps, were the principals in a
head-on collision near Belfast. The collision took place when both cars skidded
in a slippery piece of concrete highway.
The front of both cars were badly damaged. but none of the occupants of the
machines suffered more than a severe
shaking up.

rraternities, Sororities on Display
At Annual Vodvil Night February 23
•., ::,:tics and sororities will have an
ounity to strut their stuff before the
• 41 Friday night, February 23, when
annual Vodvil Nite, sponsored by the
auk Christian Association, takes place
the Little Theatre of Alumni Hall.
tford Ladd '34, chairman of the cantee in charge of arrangements. an:iced yesterday that in addition to the
acts in the Little Theatre beginning
es en o'slocle, there will be a stag dance
the gym immediately following the
•iitic of the entertairunent.

LoN mg cups will be aoarded to the fraternity and to the sorority which, in the
opinion of the judges, presents the best act
of the evening. Ladd announced yesterday that each act will he limited to ten
minutes, but that the number of perform.
ers in each one will not be limited this
year as it has been in the past.
The committee in charge of ‘odvil
Site this year is of the opinion that the
affair will present an opportunity for the
sororities and fraternities to show their
ability in the line of entertainment to their
rushees.

Tickets for the ball, the price of which
sets a new low in formal dance ticket
prices this year, will be $3, and they may
be procured from any member of the Intramural Athletic Association, which
sponsors this dance annually.
The members of the committee in charge
of the ball this year are : Jack Leddy,
chairman, M. Milton MacBride, and
George E. Osgood. The Intramural Ball,
or Midwinter Ball, will be the second
formal of the year, and the third formal
to be held in the new Ms:Ionia' Gymnasium.

SEVEN VISITING TEACHERS
HERE IN SUMMER SESSION
Twenty-Seven Resident Faculty
Also on Staff. 16 Departments
Offer Program of Courses
The University of Maine Summer
School, which will include seven visiting
teachers in addition to 27 members of the
resident faculty, will offer a diversiform
program of subjects in its 16 departments.
Special attention is called to the return
of Dr. Paul S. Miller of East Orange,
N. J. who was here two years ago.
Among the remaining visiting faculty
are: Esther V. Baldwin, Bangor; Dorothy Brown Dean, Bangor; Ora Lee Everts, Glassboro. N. J.; Alden L. Jones,
Framingham, Mass.; Emily Pendleton,
Sanford, Me.; and Doctor Eunice R.
Goddard of Baltimore.
A few departments. especially Economics and History and Government, will
offer new courses that will embrace a
timely survey of recent developments in
these fields. Examples are: Modern
Economic Problems. Rooseveltian Economics, and Current Government Problems.
New courses offered in other departments arc as follows: Journalism—Books
and Play Reviewing and Personalities of
the Press; English—American Poetry
from Whitman to Robinson, and Later
%-ictorian Poetry; Music—Music Appreciation in the Schoolroom; Physical
Education -Methods of Teaching Swimming, and Methods of Teaching Camp
Craft Psychology—Psychology of ChildInxxl and Psychology of Adolescence;
Hi one Economics—Teaching Family Nutrition, Problems of Home Economy and
Management, and Methods of Health
Teaching.
Circulars are now being sent to prospective attendants of the Summer School
that will acquaint them with some of the
courses and their instructors. Bulletins
will be issued shortly. It is expected that
the more favorable economic conditions
of this year will result in a greater attendance and a session of unprecedented success.

PSYCHOLOGICAL FAIR IS
SIGMA MU SIGMA PLAN
Plans for a "Psychological Fair" were
discussed at a meeting of Sigma Mu SigJust
ma. honorary psychology society
what a "Psychological Fair" ;s will be
disclosed later by the society
The meeting was held at the home of
Dr. and Mrs Edward N. Brush Monday
Excellent coffee was served to the society
while plans for the fair were considered.

Y. W. C. A. SPONSORS
TALKS ON VOCATIONS
Miss Barbara Munson Begins
Series February 23 with
Talk on Nursing
In order to present the opportunities in
three possible professions, the Y.W. is
sponsoring three Teas during the coming
month, two to be held in Balentine and
one in Colvin. There will be at each Tea
a guest who has achieved in her own par"4 work and who will speak
to the girls interested, on the opportunities
in that particular field. The talk will be
informal followed by questions.
The first Tea will be held in Balentine
Hall Friday afternoon at three-thirty, on
February twenty-third. At this time Miss
Barbara Munson of the Yale School of
Nursing will speak on "Nursing as a Profession." Although young, Miss Munson has had an interesting career. She
graduated from Simmons College in 1924,
did Social Service work for a short time
then entered the Yale School of Nursing.
She graduated three years later with
honors and has since been made supervisor
of the children's ward in the New Haven
Hospital and instructor in the Yale School
of Nursing, a school widely known
throughout the country and one which
Miss Munson has represented in various
iwcasions. Last sununer she attended the
International Congress of Nurses in
Paris. Miss Munson is an exceedingly
brilliant person and has visited many New
England women's colleges. Her visit to
°woo is made possible through the cooperation of the Yale School of Nursing.
The Tea in Colvin on March 1 will be
on Library Service as a profession. Miss
Mary Reed (if the University Library
staff, and graduate of the Simmons School
of Library Service, will be the speaker.
The third Tea, date and speaker to be
annoum(A, will he on the subject of
Journalism.
Miss Dorothy Romero, chairman of vocations in the "Y" cabinet, is in charge of
all arrangements.

Dartmouth Outclasses
Other N. E. Colleges
The Dartmouth snowbirds completely
outperformed all other New England colleges in the Annual Winter Carnival at
Hanover last week-end taking alone 27
points out of a possible 33, in the ski
events.
Prince of Maine placed seventh in the
snowshoe event which comprised 34 entries. Cox, also of Maine, took a twelfth
place in a later snowshoe race. Guy of
Bates came to the finish just ahead of
Cox.
In the jumping. Dartmouth loomed
powerful, even smothering New Hampshire in the first day's events. Favor and
Canders representing the pale blue team
received slight injuries before the jumping
events and were unable to compete. Bowers of Maine fell in his first jump but
made up for it in two beautiful jumps
later on the program.
.Although Maine faired in a poor way
as for scoring. they probably learned valuable things which will be incorporated
in the State meets to be held this month.

STARS IN RELAY 1 Ken Black Thrills Crowd

Coming from Behind
In Finish
Maine's Pale Blue relay team overshadowed seven New England college teams,
last Saturday night, to cop the first place
laurels in the 11.A.A. meet at Boston.
At the starting line was Ilarvard, Holy
Cross, New Hampshire, M.I.T., Boston
College, Maine, Bates, and Colby, waiting for the gun which sent the eight runners off for the first lap.
Bill Cole, Maine relay artist, carried
the baton for the l'ale Blue runners.
Starting at the fifth lane, Cole was forced
to run wide for the tirst three laps. After
running over distance for the remaining
three, he finally finished a fighting eight
yards behind a Bates runner then in the
lead.
Marsh raced off with the stick to start
the second relay with Maine thirteen
yards Iron> the lead. In the next few
laps a Ilarvard man took over the Bates
runner. Marsh followed suit and steadily pulled up on Harvard to finish part
two of the two mile run.
With the baton then going to Ernie
Black, Maine and Harvard led the field
}(1.- N NUTT? D. BLACK '35
by twenty yards for the start of the third
relay. Black held his own against Morse
of Harvard, but a slow pass at the finish
sent Ken Black down the home stretch
twelve yards behind Capt. White of the
Cambridge relayers.
Maine steadily pulled up on Harvard.
With one and one half laps to go for the
finish, White °Ingle(' up only to be closely
Kappa Delta Pi To Sponsor followed by the Maine star. With help
a lap to go and the crowds cheering, Ken
Annual Stag Dance
Black rounded the final curve, broke away
In Alumni
to take the tape eight yards ahead of
White, leaving Boston College more than
Winter in all its glory will he portrayed half a lap behind and the remaining contomorrow night in Alumni Ilall when testants a toll lap.
Kappa Delta l'i, honorary education fraternity, stages its annual Snowball Cab
arct. The igloo will have for its heat
I.arry Miller and his Bears, who will

SNOWBALL CABARET
STAGED TOMORROW

PRES. BOARDMAN, SEC'Y
CROSSLAND VISIT ALUMNI
various sorts

provide the heat through
of pipes, and by beating upon toni toms,
and what nots.
Snow, ice, eskimos, and everything else
that goes to make up real winter will be
there, but there is a guarantee that no one
there will freeze his ears. because the
music provided by Larry's Bears will be
hot en ugh to prevent that'and then some.
The newly discovered EsRimo Creep,
which has been brought to this country
from the land (if the blubber eaters, will
he one of the features of the great Snowball Cabaret.

Maine Debaters Contest
New Hampshire Friday
The University of Maine debating team
will c(mmete with the team of the University of New Hampshire before a special
assembly of the Orono High School on
Friday. February 23, at 2 o'clock. The
auditorium is made possible through the
kindness of Principal Smith of Orono. A
similar debate was held before the high
hool last year and was very well received.
The question is: Resolved That thi
Powers of the President of the Unite.!
States Should 1k Substantially loco
as a Settled Policy. Maine is to uph,,..I
the negative while New Hampshire will
debate in the affirmative. The tnain :
speeches are to be twelve minutes atul each
team is to have one six minute rebuttal.
New Hampshire is represented by Mr.
Thomas Duffy and Mr. Nathaniel Eiseman, and Maine is represented by Roger
Helier and Hamilton Boothby.

To Attend and Speak at Meetings
Next Week in Augusta and
Lewiston. Movies to be Shown
President Harold S. Boardman and
Alumni Secretary Charles E. Crossland
are to attend and speak at two alumni
meetings next Tuesday and Wednesday
in Augusta and Lewiston. At Augusta
the annual meeting of the Southern Kennebec Valley Alumni Association will be
held. Besides the addresses of President
Boardman and Mr. Crossland, two reels
of 16 mm. film will be shown. The Androscoggin Valley Alumni Association is
planning its annual meeting on the following day, details of which have not yet
been announced.
This week the alumni films are being
shown at the first monthly meeting of the
New York Alumni Association which is
to be held February 15. They will next
be used February 17 when alumnae of the
University residing in and near New
York meet to consider the formation of
the University of Maine Alunuiae
Socititi ii „ f New York.

Professor Chadbourne Is
Speaker for Eng. Group
Professor Walter Chadbourne of the
Department of Economics and Sociology
at the University, will address the meeting of the Maine Association of Engineers
to be held in Portland tomorrow. The
subject of Professor Chadbourne's speech
is "The Probable Results of Monetary
Nlanipilation.”

Wandering Reporter Finds He Knew
Little About the Ins and Outs of Libe
one day this week is this reporter was
wandering about the University library
he Was indeed surprised to find out that
the library offers a vertical index of
pamphleted material which deals with
every subject from boats and birds to a
circular "for vocational guidance" in regard to laboratory technology.
He was told that the library receives
a file service magazine each month which
lists all the newest pamphlets on diversified subjects, and it is from this index
that the librarian purchases those folders
which he thinks are most useful to the

students of the University.
To the students who are always in
sear( h of knowledge and new ideas, you
will find this enormous file of information
in the reference room on the first floor.
These pamphlets may may be taken from
the library.
The inquiring reporter was further surprised to find that even he was ignorant
of the many treatises on mental hygiene,
ways and means of the culinary art, how
to kill moths, problems of issuing money,
and so on ad infinitum Books are always
(Continued on Page Five)
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the human race that one of the most lieve that the general, are the truly great
significant facts is that each individual is men of the past.
Today there is a great movement on,
born into the world with certain funda'The orrespondence cisterns' of The Campus mental and non-eradicable urges, e.g., involving the youth of many nations,
Published Thursdays durtng the cullege •
us open to me public en pertinent subjects,
,...ersity ot M...
which is slowly gathering momentum, alby the students ut the
and .etters Cr. welcomed. All letters should hanger, thirst, sex. These urges carmot
be signed with the author's real 1.111110. bat •
beit suppressed in some countries. These
the He abolished without the loss of life; they
publicat,on
of
used
is
will
be
pea
same
James E. DeCourcy,
young men have pierced through the shibEditor-la -Chief
Ilia ideas stated In these
letter if desired
Fern E. Allen, 'A
OR SHELTER from the cold ,. oi blasts on these wintry nights many
persist always. But here is where the
Associate Editor
teatimes are not a•cesoanly those of The Caqp
boleths and false ideas that have been
Pinlip ti Pendell, 'SS
Alumina Editor
pus sad should not be so considered. The edi- .roportant part comes in, namely, that
persons are finding Alumni Hall very efficient.... The Goon, Popeye
tor rewervem the right to wIthho.d any ierter
handed out to them, and they are deter‘Vilson, and Wimpy Bullock decided to go to the motion pictures the
et • part el any letter.)
these urges may be directed into various
DEPARTMERT EDITORS
minedly flinging the gauntlet full in the
other afternoon, Monday to be exact, and they hopped in a buggy and started.
channels of human endeavor that will be
Burton L Mullen, '30
face of established custom by refusing,
.34
3,4,g. '3
5,
l.
i64,t,
Vi asgatti
I y n thia j„,
• J% e••
1CONOCLASTUS WRITES
When they stopped they were at the North Station in Bostown, so they turned
M_.'001ti.
en's :"**
M
profitable socially. Also we have the
Sports
after all other methods have failed, to
around and arrived hack at the campus at five o'clock Tuesday morning, just
Anna F.,. E igason, '45,
_
power to mould the minds of young people
Satiety
support
their
government
in
time
war;
of
- .1.1ln 1. ‘''ll
Features
'
Y' li 14itor, the e Jaipur.
in time for a little sleep before classes....There seems to be an understandinto certain patterns; we can make almost
although I believe that many of them
I
ing between Carl Sawyer and Madelene Roussin, and also between Jimmy
any type of individual we desire. The
Dear Sir:
would fight in an international army for
REPORTERS
Dow and Perk Perkins
And Atlas Smith, the Dennysville Terror, seems
years ago the satir- making is dependent upon institutions. world peace. (This is a
thousand
two
Over
Margaret
Giesler,
world movement
Velma colson, Roland
to be on the fence over a couple of Maples girls.... The girls, Yvonne Gonya
liarrimatt, it gee Le.enson, Dorothy Moyni- ist and religious reformer,. Xenophanes, And so the alleged truth that "war is in- and not confined to England and
AmeriAllred Sweeney.
han, Bettina
and Mille Dixon, are room-mates and Atlas thinks them both very nice....
said that we could not know anything for evitable because human nature can't be ca). These youths (the citizens of toA report has conic in to the effect that Bob Haggett, the fencing instructor,
sure, but "all are free to guess." Simi- changed" beomes invalid, and our atten- morrow) are determined; they have no
CUB REPORTERS
fell asleep the other day and ran himself through with his own sword, but
tion
must now turn to institutions.
mankind:
of
speaking
Empedocles
larly,
fear of punishment or death, and they
Rachel Adams, Richard Adams, K. Stanford
we don't believe it. ... Stu Mosher has been se
-en lately in the company of
Blake, Caroline Lurricr, James Day, Max "They behold but a brief span of a life
But although human nature lends itself will be heard. Eventually they will acFitch, Paul Garvin, Elizabeth Gifford, Elston
Kitta Davis, who by the way, has the mumps....0h yes., this was supposed
swift
doomed
to
and,
life,
Saunders.
that
is
no
quite
readily
to
change,
the
same
is
not
Ernest
Philbrook,
Elizabeth
complish their desired end. NVe can best
Ingalls,
,utse
to be a Valentine's Day special, since many wallyumtimes are being sent
Harry Saunders, Margaret S't • , L
death, are borne away and fly off like quite so true in regard to the man-made help them, not by standing in the way,
Steeves, Jane Sullivan.
and received by niembers of our Univoisity family
And Dick Gaffney and
alone
of
that
convinced
smoke. Each is
institutions; the latter are difficult to re- but by putting our shoulders to the wheel
Ruth Taylor have been seen in each other's company several times of late....
hurhe
is
upon
as
chanced
he
has
which
form
different,
and
to
revise
and
make
'34
whenever possible and pushing.
Roger H. Heller,
Business Manager .
And they tell us that Del Ballard is resorting to cave man stuff....They
Advertising Manager Stanwood R. Searles,'14 ried to and in,, and idly fancies he has e.g., capitalism. government, the sclaxil,
1Ve of the Iconoclastes do not wish to
Cuculation Manager. .. _ .Gerald Siosberg,
just love He Man Del....Also Deke Robertson and Ann Clark seem to be
found the whole."
the church, and the home. These institu- carry forward
on a low plane the discustogether quite a bit now and then, but of course, Al Smith appears on the
Now in respect of transcendental prob- tions have become what they are today sion concerning the question of war and
Address all business correspondence to the
scene once in a while also
Actor Abbott and Gerald Grant while wancorrespondence
through
a
process
of
development.
Their
lems and speculations that run the theoBusiness Manager j all other
peace. If in the near fuature we should
dering through one of the larger chain stores in Bangor the other day "found
to the t-ditor-in Chief.
present
constitution
and
arrangement
is
of
divinity
the
alleged
from
logical
gamut
post'
the
at
by chance find the time (or take it, as
Entered as second-class matter
a million dollar baby in a five and ten cent store,- and they bought a great
office, Orono, Maine.
Christ to the belief in immortality, we conducive to war and that alone is reason seems necessary) to interest ourselves
Subscription: $1.00 a year.
deal of candy
And don't those new sophomore pipes look nifty, and maybe
for
a
general
enough
house
cleaning (not further with
may, with William James, hold that "all
Printed at the University Press,
this problem, we prefer to
the little sophomores don't like to smoke them a lot... At happened at North
Orono, Maine.
that each is entitled meaning, of course, that we are to dump discuss it by analyzing the
guess"
and
free
to
are
fundamental
Office on the third Boor of the M. C. A.
Hall, apparently over the week-end
Nobody knew that Chic Sale was
to his own opinion. But while this is not everything overboard and start with an concepts and ideas involved therein with
Building. Tel, Extension
on the campus, but when the North liallites awoke the other morning their
cargo).
wholly an objectionable attitude in the entirely new
a view to an ultimate and satisfactory soback porch looked as thought the famous engineer had been visiting in these
spiritual realm, yet we hesitate to apply
First, capitalism : Synthesizing the opin- lution. Hoping that this slight contribuparts.... What's all this rumor about Charlie Towle and Phyl Hamilton?...
Hall
our
instithe
life,
to
Across
material
Boy
more
The
it to our
ions of Sir Arthur Salter, G. D. H. Cole, tion may not be devoid of all worth to
The
prize pin hanging iif the year cropped up this week-end at the Delta Tau
tutions. Here we desire, as nearly as pos- and other economists and sociologists, we you, I remain,
From the Worcester Telegram
sweepstakes. when Bob Aldrich hung his pin three times during the evening.
Such
obtruth.
palpable
objective
sible,
find
them
entertaining
the
belief
that
as
Last September carefree youth shook off
Respectfully yours,
and then at the end of the evening got it back again.... They tell us that
believe, be ascertained long as the private and selfish interests
the high school manner and set out for jective truth can, I
Josie Naylor was the lady in question
And Vernon Packard, who haG.
Arouet
Iconoclastus
solution of the individual are headed up in capitalcollege with hope high. College was go- in regard to the causes and the
been seen in the company of Dorothy Nutt lately, is reported as having beei ,
problem.
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war
of
the
ism
over
those
of
the
people
as
a
whole,
ing to be different. The masks of sophisseen without his pin....Of course that doesn't mean that he has hung it....
As far as we know, the causes of war just so long must we have war. Obvious- Dewey, John. Human N'aturc and Contication and devil-may-care hid determinOr does it
And next week, right in the middle of next week, the mudi;
ly,
nature,
-therefore,
we
duct,
human
must
either
first,
revise
cap"Changing
Human
number,
Nature."
that
in
knowledge
are
two
ation, confidence, a secret
looked forward to Intramural Ball will take place, and the Georgians in all
italism
economfrom
within
or substitute some Dietrich, John H., The Humanist Pulpit,
and secondly. institutions, social,
the world was to be won.
their glory will be on hand, and niuch will be the joy thereof.... By the way
examination other system in its place such as a form
"Can Human Nature Be Changed?"
Now some of these youngsters are com- ic, and political. Front an
the Snowball Cabaret this week-end, Friday night, is a stag dance, so don't
of
hope
socialism,
might
which
would
be
of
James.
causes,
we
greater
William,
The
alleged
Moral
two
Equivalent
these
of
ing home, heads bowed, disillusionment
be scared away by any idea of too much formality....And then there's thc
benefit to the many. Some form of socialfor War.
deep. They still wear masks, but the to wi irk out a solution.
story about the boy who couldn't bribe an excused cut, so he sent post cards
Nichols, Beverley. Cry Havoc!
First. human nature: No doubt you ism seems preferable.
masks are more transparent ; bitterness,
expressing his disgust....Too had about such people.... Peanut Harriman
Secondly, government: Change the gov- Robinson, James Harvey, The Mind In
futility are underneath. In the lingo of have all heard some one say, "War is inas Little Dumbell made quite a hit the other night.....'mud Hepburn StillTime 3Iaking.
evitable because human nature can't be ernment to fit in with the new or revised
the campus, these have "flunked out."
man has gone out with a man who is a member of the fraternity that is makfrom economic order. Strive to get intelligent Warren and Carmichael, Elements of Huing a big play for Heppy's boy friend
And so the only one who shou11
Watch them. Here is a young fellow changed. If you took arms away
man
Psychology,
Ch.
3.
"Operation
of
with men into political office by requiring that
depend upon a rabbit's foot is a rabbit.
who wanted to be a physician, a great the people, they would still fight
the Nervous System."
with the holding of a relatively important po:physician. He squeezed past the entrance their naked fists, with clubs, and
examinations. College would be different. pitchforks." Ninety-five per cent of the litial position be dependent upon graduain tion from some approved political acad- CONTRIBUTORS' CLUB HAS
But something went wrong. He thought people believe this to be true, while
object emy, a check on the rulers to be proINFORMAL MEETING TUES.
he was working hard. He was no dumb- reality it is absolutely false. We
Alpha Omicron Pi opened their rushCHURCH NOTICE
ster. But he flunked. He is bewildered. to such a doctrine in the name of Pavlov, vided by a Congress with the purpose of
ing
season with a scavenger party MonAn
informal meeting of the Contribuof investigating and the function of removAlmost wildly he wonders what next. He of Aldous Huxley, of John Dewey,
A Century of Progress Banquet 'for
day
James.
ing
undesirable
William
rulers
from
afternoon.
of
oflice.
Space
Shaw,
tor's
Club
February 12. After scourBernard
was
held
in
the
George
English
Semwon't miss college particularly; but what
students and faculty will be given by the
ing the campus for all required articles,
to do? Over there is a chap who studied and of every other eminent psychologist does not permit a detailed explanation of inar Room, 200 Stevens. Tuesday, February 13, 1934, at 7 P.M. The initiation, Wesley Foundation in the vestry of the the members and rushees finally arrived
fairly hard but stressed athletics and the and thinker in the world who has taken this plan.
Thirdly, the school, church, and home: which had been planned for that night, Methodist Episcopal Church of Orono, at
social life. "He'll be the biggest man in the trouble to acquaint himself with the
Sally Palmer's where refreshments
his class," they said. Prominence is prec- evidence. These men believe that human Internationalism should replace provincial was postponed until the intensive rushing at 6:00 Saturday evening, February 24.
were served and games were played.
changed.
be
nature
can
nationalistic
concepts.
The
process
of
period was over. Refreshments were Bishop Charles Wesley Burns of the New
ious to him. Then the term marks cut it
all from beneath him. !Its class moves
England Area and Dean Muilenburg will
Roughly synthesizing, we find that their rearing children from the cradle wrapped served.
In the good old days at the University
ahead, finds a new leader, leaving his be- individual and collective opinions (which in the Stars and Stripes and the Union
be among the speakers. Admission 50
of
\Vest Virginia, a bell was rung every
Jack
is
usually
conducive
to
opinions
as
we
narrow-mindedness
A professor at.. Syracuse University, cents.
hind. And there is a third. Mind like a by the way are not
night at nine o'clock warning students that
whip, learns easily, tosses off recitations think of them, but rather ideas based on and eventually to the very tring we Ire while recovering froni an appendicitis opglibly while his fellows bone. Examina- the results of experimental science) might trying to avoid, namely, war. Children eration, gave lectures in bed to his chemPi Beta Phi gave a small rushing party they must retire. At six A.M., a cannon
tions catch him off guard. He misses, and read much like the following: It seems should not be led subtly, through the study istry classes with the aid of a microphone, at Spruce's Cabin February 13 from 3 to was fired at the armory to get thern out
is left behind. Shall he buck up, go back in this dramatic spectacle of the evolution of nationalistically written history, to be- telephone exchange, and a loudspeaker.
5 p.m.
of bed.
and do real work? Or give up? Either
is a blow to his inner self.
There is still another. He is quiet, worried-looking. Up with difficulty through
rural schools, striving to crowd farm work
and studies into one short day, he somehow matriculated, already a man except
in mind. Poverty plagues him. At football games he knows he should be studyin. Things don't break right. Desperately he tries memorizing whole pages of
textbooks. Fear grows on him. He had
heard that a desire to learn and willingness
to work hard would get him through.
None has the heart to tell him the truth
about himself. He, too, flunks out. Slowly he packs his belongings. Across the hall
classmates rough-house jubilantly. They
made the grade. But he is leaving. They
can see hint through the open di sir to his
room. The boy across the hall! In an
hour he's gone.
The boy across the hall! lie is legion in
February. Sometimes be takes failure
with chin high. Perhaps he cracks. Nearly always a few weeks hack in the world
inspire him to try again. In. sheiw him the
futility (of it. lie gets a clearer Sim of
himself.
But the hour v, hen he reads his marks,
when he must pack his things, when joyous
classmates ante home that they "passed
eserything O.K.." when he wonders how
to tell the folks at home—who can describe
the feelings then of the boy across the
hall ? And who can sound the anxiety of
father and mother seeing the boy return?
How set him straight? How console him?
Scold him? Poke fun at him? Show disappointment? Or say nothing? Many a
son has seen a tear in his father's eye for
the first time at such a moment.
The lawyer disbarred, the business man
bankrupt, the artist scorned, the honest
politician swept into the discard—este of
them know a fraction of the hopelessness
that—sinly temporarily if he has the stiiff
.
in him—freezes the heart of the tsiy across
the hall.
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DELTA ZETA RUSH
FETES KILLARNEY R().sl:
Delta Zeta's formal rushing parts tta•
announced by pink roses wrapped in cc
lophane which rushers found on the lhm
entine mail table Sunday noon. Ins
tains were concealed within the flower.
Guests and sorority members were taken
to Bangor by bus at five o'clock M onda
afternoon, where, at the Y.W.C.A., thc\
were entertained at dinner and joined 171
an evening of dancing and fun_ A number of the chapter's alumnae returned for
the occasion. By planning a rose party.
Delta Zeta feted its flower. the Killarney
rose, and its colors, rose and green.

Same thing with a good
cigarette or a good wood-fire.
All you need is a light.
And all you want is a cigarette that keeps tasting right
whether you smoke one or a
dozen.
That's what people like
about Chesterfields. You can
count on them.They're milder
—and they taste better.
In two words, they satisfy.
That says it.
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FERO, MOORE, RODERICK PHI KAPPA ENTERTAINS
.-1RE HOUSE PRESIDENTS FIFTY COUPLES AT DANCE

ALPHA OMICRON PI HAS
FIFTY COUPLES HEAR NEW CHI OMEGA'S ENTERTAIN
VALENTINE'S DAY PARTY
RIDE
SLEIGH
BIG
WITH
BAND AT PHI MU DELTA
Alpha Omicron Pi held a N'alentine
The Chi Omega sorority held its rushThe gleaming lights lining the walk of

the Phi Mu Delta house attracted over
fifty couples to their annual informal last
Saturday night. One of the novelties was
the introduction of a new orchestra in
these parts—Carl Hawes and his Aristocrats.
The committee in charge was Kenneth
SHERWOOD EDDY SPEAKS S. Cleaves, James Dearth. and Ashton P.
AT FORUM SUPPER FRI. Sawyer.
The chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. WilThanks to the proceeds of the World's
C. Kenyon. Prof. and Mrs. Stanley
liam
Fair, University of Maine students will
Wallace. and Mrs. Ada King.
have the unusual opportunity of asking
Sherwood Eddy personally any questions TREASURE HUNT HELD BY
they may have in connection with the lecPI BETA PHI SORORITY
ture he will give in assembly February
Pi Beta Phi held a rushing party in the
The occasion providing this chance will form of a treasure hunt Tuesday afterbe a supper held at the Penobscot Valley noon. A trail was followed around camCountry Club and open to all interested. pus which finally led to the site of Mt.
All the faculty and several student organ- ' Vernon, where toboggans and the treasure
izations, such as the Maine Christian As- were hidden. The girls then tobogganed
sociation, Post Prandial and the Y.W. on the slide behind Lambda Chi house.
C.A., will be represented. Following the Refreshments consisting of flapjacks, cofsupper there will be a general discussion fee and doughnuts were served at the
on Soviet Russia led by Mr. Eddy. A Log Cabin.
cordial invitation is extended to all interested. Tickets may he purchased at the
BETA KAPPA'S ENTERTAIN
M.C.A. bolding for seventy-five cents.
PARTY

ing party in the form of a sleigh ride and
an old time party, Tuesday afternoon and
evening. About nO girls, Chi O's and
rushees, donned in ski suits, were conveyed in sleighs to Stillwater, where a
bountiful supper was served in the church
vestry. Corn cob pipes inscribed with
each girl's name, were used for place
cards, and lanterns and candles were used
for illumination.
After the meal, "Little Nell" was dramatized by a group. Following this, contra dances, X'irginia reels, peanut hunt
and other games were enjoyed by everyone until it was time for the sleighs to
return to campus.

Party as their formal rushing party at
the K. P. Hall in Old Town Wednesday
evening.
The rushees as well as the members
spent a "hearty" evening ; for all entertainments, games, and even the dinner
were centered around the idea of Valentine hearts. After dinner a one-act play
proved most amusing; other informal entertainment followed, and singing of sorority songs completed the program. The
girls returned to campus at 9 P.M.
The A 0 Pi's are holding their final
rushing party in the form of a tca at the
home of Rosemary Boardman on Saturday afternoon, February 17.

One of the most delightful parties of the
Hazel Feero '34, of Bath, has been
rushing season was the Winter
of
Hall.
post-exam
president
Balentine
ected house
the Phi Kappa House last
at
Informal
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of
Latina,
Sodalitas
president
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There
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Francais,
Le
of
member
is a
chaperoned by Major
were
who
present
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Pi
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Theta,
Pi
Eberle and Professor
S.
Sydney
Mrs.
Ernestine Moore '34, of Montville, has and
Kenyon.
C.
William
Mrs.
and
Hall.
Colvin
of
been re-elected president
The committee in charge of the affair
She is a member of the Contributor's Club,
SPRUCE'S CABIN SCENE
was composed of H. E. Ryas, J. W.TompLAMBDA CMS PRESENT
and of Delta Zeta.
OF TRI DELT RUSH PARTY
A. Aceto. Lew Kyer and his
MINSTREL AT SMOKEFEST
Drusilla Roderick '34, of Augusta, has kins, and T.
dancing.
Kappa Chapter of Delta Delta
Alpha
the
for
played
host
a
orchestra
entertained
Alpha
Chi
Lambda
She
Hall.
North
of
been elected president
opened its rushing season
sorority
Delta
last
house
chapter
and
the
at
cream
freshmen
ice
of
intermission
During the
has played on the hockey and basketball
a smoker. The with a party at Spruce's Cabin Monday
with
ening
e‘
guests.
Thursday
the
to
served
were
cookies
manassistant
was
year
last
and
teams,
highlight of the evening was a minstrel afternoon. Card games, pool and ring toss
ager of hockey. She is a member of the
presented by members of the fra- were enjoyed as well as "eats" consisting
show
Hume Economics Club, the Panhellenic DELTA TAU SWEEPSTAKES
ternity. Charles MacLean, Carl Davis, of hamburgers, hot toasted sandwiches and
DRAW MUCH ATTENTION
Council, the Women's Student Governand Charles Sinclair were the committee coffee. The gay party broke up at four
The Delta Tau Delta fraternity, with
ment, and of Delta Zeta sorority.
VICTROLA
WITH
in charge of the affair. After the minstrel thirty with the singing of Tri Deli songs.
Sweepstakes Agencies in Orono, New
Beta Kappa entertained fifteen couples show refreshments of ice cream, coffee,
Mrs. Chadbourne's home in Orono was
a
held
Juana
Tia
KAPPA
and
PHI
HEADS
Chicago,
RYAN
York,
at a vic party Saturday night. Refresh- and doughnuts were served.
scene of a second Tri Delt party which
the
COMMITTEE ON SMOKER ments of punch and cookies were served
HUNDRED STUDENTS,EAT, combination winter informal and racing
was held this afternoon. Games and reFebruary
on
house
fraternity
DANCE
a
the
at
large
meet
entertained
RIDING,
fraternity
Kappa
SLEIGH
Phi
GO
during the evening. Mr. and Mrs. War- PHI GAMMA DELTA HAS
freshments were in order.
number of freshmen Monday evening at ren Bliss chaperoned.
Over a hundred boys and girls trooped 10, 1934.
MANY FROSH AT SMOKER
Major and Mrs. Sidney Eberle of the a smoker. Hugh Ryan '35 was chairman
merrily up the steps of the SAE house
Sigma Chi dispensed with numerous
Phi Gamma Delta entertained a large
late Saturday afternoon in anticipation of Eberle Stables, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard of the committee in charge of the event. P111 MU HOLDS GAMES
pipes last Thursday evening
corn-cob
smoka
at
night
last
freshmen
of
number
the annual sleigh ride. A dinner of chick- Hincks, and Mrs. Agnes Shea chaperoned Entertainment of various types was proCARNIVAL IN ORONO er held at the chapter house. Bruce Moy- when the fraternity held a smoker. Pingwere
doughnuts
and
cider
conand
coffee
vided,
charge
in
rolls,
salad,
committee
potato,
The
mashed
party.
the
en pie,
Phi Mu sorority entertained its rushees
er. Clayton Robertson, and Gordon Heath pong. bridge, ".ire You There, John,"
or cocoa, and strawberry shortcake was sisted of Roy Holmes, chairman; William served.
with a games carnival held at the home
were in charge of the smoker, which in- and other games were played. RefreshSmith, and Paul Garvin. Starter, Tom
•erved.
of Mrs. Jordan in Orono, Tuesday aftergames of various sorts. Refresh- ments included doughnuts, coffee, cigarcluded
Smith.
PARTY
Marshall—Bill
VIC
CHI
SIGMA
McGuire;
noon. Relay races and a peanut hunt were
Soon the rumor spread that the sleighs
ettes, and salted peanuts.
served.
were
ments
DANCE
in order and delicious refreshments conDuring intermission ice cream and cook- FEATURES SLIPPER
acre at the door and the horses getting
Sigma Chi entertained at the Chapter sisting of fruit salad, hot rolls and coffee
nervous. Pronto! There was a riot to ies were served in the various stables. Lew
house last Friday evening with a vie were served.
make the door first. They made their way Kyer's orchestra furnished the music.
party. Mr. and Mrs. RN. Atherton
down over the river bank, across the ice,
chaperoned. The dancing featured a slipDr. Turner will talk about the life and
%%Inch made everyone feel just a little bit BALENTINE CO-EDS HAVE
queer, up the other side on to Bennoch
WEEK-END VIC PARTY per dance and a Paul Jones. At ten customs of the eighteenth century in the
were toasted, and first lecture for the classes of the History
Street, and then smooth sailing to the
A "vie" party was held at Balentine o'clock marshmallows
and punch were served.
of English Literature this evening. ThursStillwater Grange Hall.
Hall, Friday evening. Mrs. W. J. Walenta doughnuts
day, February 15, at 7 P.M. All classes
his
and
o'clock
arrived
ten
At
finally
couples.
ten
Miller
Larry
chaperoned
are to meet in-the Chemistry I.ecture Room
music completed the success of the party. delicious cocoa and toasted cheese sand- SIGMA NU ENTERTAINS
The chaperons for this gala event were wiches were served, and very much en- FRESHMEN WITH SMOKER of Aubert Hall.
Entertainment of the highest degree was
Mr. and Mrs. James Moreland and Mrs. joyed. Those present were: Marie ArchNeil Calderwood '32, well known on
Edith McCullum. The social and rushing er, Ed Backer; Alice Dyer, Ed DeCourcy ; provided at a smoker given by Sigma Nu
days for
Ann Eliasson. Harry Crabtree; Tedie oil Tuesday evening of this week at which campus during his undergraduate
committee was in charge.
Music by
in
participation
his
and
ability
atmusical
in
his
were
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of
number
large
a
HamilPhyllis
Peaslee;
Gardner, Frank
to
returned
has
activities,
Emerextra-cwricular
R.
and
Stevens
ton, Charlie Towle; Margaret Litz, Joe tendance. Howard
PHI GAMMA DELTA IS
serve as councillor and ad110ST AT VICTROLA PARTY Galbraith; Libby Philbrook, Tom Cav- son Beers were on the committee in the campus toGamma Delta.
Phi
to
viser
arrangements.
of
charge
Nivison;
John
The Phi Gains held a "vie" party at the anaugh; Claire Saunders,
MAINE'S BEST
chapter house Saturday evening. Dr. and Ruth Vaughn, Howard Stevens.
Delta Delta Delta sorority entertained
Herschel Bricker, of the Public SpeakMrs. Brice Jensen were chaperons to
Mrs. Fred Phegar,
Thomas E. Houghton '37, regular right ing Department of the University, read over the week-end
about ten couples. Neil Calderwood '32
Student Forum Jr., the visiting deputy. After leaving
Foundation
Wesley
the
basketball
at
A
freshman
the
on
forward
the
of
part
great
a
for
played the piano
Sunday. He read as his selection E:capc, here slif visited the Colby Chapter of the
evening. Punch and chocolate cake were team, suffered a sprained ankle in the Wasorority.
problem play by John Galsworthy.
a
terville game Saturday night.
served as long as they lasted.

ENJOY YOURSELF AGAIN
INTRAMURAL BALL
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E TURKISH TOBACCOS
...one reason
why Ladies taste
kilo;smoother

row' the lhauseed Iferie.Shoe of the .Vetropelite•
Opera Ii..,.

•

Saturday at I-45 P.M .iaettern
Standard Time, nor, the Red
and Blue Network' of NRC,
LUCKY STRIKE will broadcast the Metropolitan Opera
Company of New York to

the complete Opera,

Posit."

In Turkey too, only the finest tobaccos
are selected for Lucky Strike—the mildest leaves, the most delicate, the most
aromatic. Lucky Strike is the world's
largest user of fine Turkish tobaccos.
Then these tender, delicate Turkish
leaves are blended with choice tobaccos from our own Southland—to
make your Lucky Strike a cigarette that
is fully packed—so round, so firm—
free from loose ends. That's why Luckies
taste better, smoother. "It's toasted" —
for throat protection—for finer taste.

NOT the top leaves—they're underdeveloped—they are harsh!

The Cream ofthe Croy) 21—

Always the Finest Tobacco and only the Center Leaves
A-

CAISIONV.
75.imertram Tobacco
IS) CAW/MOM 1534.

"T he tenderest, mildest,
smoothest tnh•coo"
NOT the bottom leaves—they're inferior
in quality—coarse and always sandy!
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BETA AND THETA CHI NEW BULLETIN IS ISSUED Necessity As Mother of Invention Being
LEADERS IN BOWLING BY EXPERIMENT STATION Proved By Sub-Antarctic Weather Here

Apple Spraying and Dusting ExpenTentative plans for a University wide
By John C. Willey
WA.nr,wn, he was able
;.1 -,tu:
The annual Inter-kraternal Bowling menu 1928 to 1932 in Relation to Scab,
student loan fund drive were unanimously
tity
of sand. Once the sand was
Tournament, held at the Strand Bowbiig Yield, and Growth" is the title
"Gee, isn't it great to have warm
completeof a new
adopted yesterday noun at a meeting of
: ly dry, he filled a bag, fashioned
alleys in ()run°, has now reached the find ,
weather again!" "Yeah, it niust be up to
Out r,f
bulletin,
Number
3(4,
issued
just
the
by
officers
the
executive
and
hoard
of
the
brightly
colored cretonne, with the
Prof. Magee Calls Attention
stages of its competition. In Division A,'
zero now." Such were the comments
.
afore.
Maine
Agricultural
Experiment
Station.
material. Each night
Int Sigma Clus hold first p/ace with the
To New Requirements and Senior Class.
before
The bulletin describes the results of orch- heard Oil the campus last Saturday, as the retiring, he places
the
Theta Chii following with a close second.
sand-bag upon the
students doffed car-lappers and scarfs upApplication Methods
Countee Cullen. the outstanding negro A.T.O. has climbed to third place with i ard experiments with lime sulphur and on the arrival of a partially satisfactory radiator and there leaves it until
it h.,
fungicides
which
other
have
been
propoet and one of the most accomplished lec- a twenty point lead over Lambda Chi. The
been heated to the proper
temperature.
posed as substitutes. The experiments temperature.
Prot. John /1. MAgrt ui the Depart- turers and readers of poetry in America, S.A.E.
Confident
that
lie
will be warm, though
and Alpha Gamma Rho Houses
Now, those in the know will tell us,
showed that lime sulphur is generally the
ment of Economics and Sociology has in- is to speak twice at the University next are
the winds howl and the mercury
fifth and sixth respectively.
freeze i•
best fungicide for McIntosh since it con- after they have gotten off their chests its tube,
vited attention to the fact that due to a Tuesday. February 23.
lie then barges off to bed.
In Division B. the Beta how e has a well trols scab the best and since spray
recent increase in the age limits for caninjury that infamous remark to the effect that
Many are the anecdotes which are
established lead. Phi Gam, second place, influences yield and tree growth much
didates to the U. S. Naval Academy at
co:Lless the tuition at Dame Experience's school
Pins were fastened on lapels, hands
is excessive, all inconvenience is attended ing to life at the moment, and a collection
Annapolis, graduates of the University were shaken, congratulations were ex- is their only threatening rival, and Delta than is comnionly assumed.
of them would rival the stories of
of Maine are now eligibk for admission. tended, and it was all over with 175 mem- Tau is third. Fourth, fifth, and sixth
Paul
On young McIntosh trees, fungicides by improved methods of defense. This
Heretofore because of the age limit col- bers of the Class of 1935 having pledged places are held by Kappa Sigma, Beta had special value against twig scab, and theory has been well-nigh proven by Buns-an. For example, there is the fellow
who
put
Kappa,
so many blankets on his bed
and Tau Ep.
lege mat were ordinarily not eligible for themselves to nineteen fraternities on the
that
insecticides against tent caterpillars. Scab Maine students in the recent absolute zero
he had to use a bookmark to
The championship in Division A seems that becomes visible in storage is to be weather.
appointment. The recent change sets the campus Tuesday evening.
guarantee
his finding himself in the morning.
to center about the Theta Chi and Sigma blamed upon insufficiency of scab control
limits from 16 to At
• • • • • •
First must be mentioned the earlappers,
And
a girl who lives at Maples tells
houses.
Chi
Theta
Chi
now
has
a
its
narr
that she
Members of Congress are now making it
in the orchard. The bulletin discusses a with which the delicate ears of co-eds have
Students may now park their cars, until
places so many blankets on her bed
that
a practice of naming their appointees to Easter vacation, in the rear of the Arts margin of 16 points on its rival, but this number of factors which bear upon the recently been protected. Description is
it is necessary to keep the window
wide
the Academy after holding competitive ex- and Sciences Building, according to an lead is too small to signify what the out- practical grower's choice of fungicidal really defied by these exterior decorations,
open in order to be sufficiently cold.
aminations in cooperation with the U. S. agreement reached this week between , come will be. Sigma Chi has won the materials. Copies of this bulletin will be but it might be well to say that they reFashions of the moment are featuring
Civil Service Commission. Hence any President Boardman, Frederick S. Youngs championship for two consecutive years, sent to residents of this State free upon semble the eye-patches of the pirates of
the good old days, transferred in the pas- long underwear, which has its many adstudent who feels interested in a naval treasurer of the University, and the mem- and experience coupled with their close request.
sage of centuries from eye to ear. There vantages as well as its baggy disadvancareer, and is a bona fide resident of the bers of the Student Senate committee en- proximity to the lead, may yet win for
is no intention to be partisan, but the ear- tages, long flannel night shirts, and woolState may take the examination.
deavoring to secure better parking ar- them.
The Beta house has an undisputed lead to the championship of Division B. If lappers of Tedie Gardner must be men- en stockings, worn two pairs at a time.
Prof. Magee. who was himself commis- rangements.
thes' win this year, it will be their second tioned. Hers are of a bright, flaming red. No gentleman's toilet is quite complete
sioned in the Navy from Annapolis, and
consecutive championship. The Phi Gains They make one think of the material used without the latter.
Displaying their best brand of ball up tute for the sophomore veteran.
who has served on capital ships, and in
have allowed them to roll up a lead of 83 in manufacturing underwear at the turn
There is no doubt that we have not
• • • • • *
the destroyer and transport forces during to date, Coach Bill Kenyon's freshman
points which appears to be an insurmount- of the century.
managed to keep ourselves lukewarm at
the war, has expressed a willingness to basketball team overcame Hebron AcadSome of the problems which face the
discuss the Navy as a career with any emy last Friday night at the indoor Gym University of Maine, a discussion of the able obstacle.
Then there is the fraternity man, who least. And when Admiral Byrd comeinterested students. Alumni of the Naval fo' the score of 28-24.
shivered
and shivered and then actually up from the South Pole, shivers both with
work which the University is attempting
TABLE OF PERCENTAGES
Academy throughout the country are coshook himself into a frame of mind which cold and disgust, and immediately return,
to do, and the effects of drastic reductions
Successfully retaining the Maine Inter- at this time, were discussed by President
operating with interested candidates. Capresulted in an invention calculated to revo- to Little America, we can remark haughtE
..t
;-;Li lutionize present methods of heating frig- ily, "Take your Antarctica! We manage
lain Walter Hunt, U.S.N. Ret'd., a high collegiate Winter Sports championship for H. S. Boardman at a meeting of the
Au-:
ranking officer whose experience embraces the second successive year, the University gusta Alumni Association, at the Hotel
id bails. From some locality, at present to get along!"
Dir. A
A.
every- branch ni the service, now living in of Maine defeated Bates, 38-28, last Sat- North in Augusta Tuesday evening.
Theta Chi
34 14 ./U8
• • • • •
Bangor, will gladly meet interested stu- urdaY at Orono.
Sigma Chi.
16 .692
36
dents.
A skating rink is in the process of con
NOTICE
A committee to draw up a plan for the
A.T.0
26 18 .591
Prof. Magee points out that University
raising of funds to add to the student :oan
struction on the tennis courts in back of
Lambda Chi
22 22 .5&sfund of last year was appointed by Presiof Maine graduates or undergraduates are
Because of the Washington's Balentine Hall. Members of the Women's
S.A.E.
.
15 21 .480
particularly well equipped to pass the
dent John Wilson of the Student Senate at I
Birthday holiday next Thursday, Athletic Association have shoveled off one
Alpha Gamma Rho
10
lg
.411
'
competitive examinations, and for one inGleaned from the files of the liaise its meeting held in Rogers Hall Tuesday
half of the courts, and, if enough interest
the Campus will be published on
terested in the sea the career is fascinating. Campus f February
evening.
Div. B
16, 1933.
is shown in the completion of this project.
There are to be appointments made from
Beta
28
4 .8ois Wednesday next week instead of men will be hired to complete the rink
Joel Marsh, of Scarsdale, N. Y., came
Maine this year, and for those desiring
The Junior Varsity debating team of Phi Gam
34 16 .785 Thursday. All copy for
this edi- by flooding. This rink will be of much
them the following preliminary steps are to grief on his first ski jump attempt. Sun- the University of Maine met a like team Delta Tau
17 15 .586
tion
must
be
in
the
Campus
mail use to all students who have no opporday, and now Coach Chester A. Jenkins is from Bates Monday evening in a non- Kappa Sig
suggested:
17 27 .4511
tunity to skate elsewhere. With a fair
frantically
juggling
his
University
box,
decision
Box
debate
of
69
Alumni
over
radio
Hall,
station
Monby
WLBZ.
Write
Beta
)
to the Secretary for the
Kappa
12 24 .366
amount of cold weather ahead, this underMaine
varsity
relay
squad
to
find
Bangor.
a
substiNaval Academy. Navy Department,
Tau Ep
4 20 .300 day noon.
taking should be successful.
Washington, D. C., for pamphlets outlining examinations.
(2) With this pamphlet showing the
physical requirements, have himself thor))ughly examined by a competent physician, !
or better, have himself examined by an I
authorized naval doctor.
3) Write to his Senator and Congressman for the appointment, giving full name,
date of birth, and residence. If offered
any alternate appointment, either first, sec)41d, or third, accept it and take the examination. Failures are so common that once
having passed the tests the chances of entering are very high.
4) Write to the Civil Service CommisSi
D. C., for information
as to the time and place of exarninati.m in
his particular district in case a competitive
examination is to be held.
lii,

FAMOUS REMARKS
Communism can he a menace to capitalism only if capitalism cannot solve its
problem—Dr. Herbert von Beckerath.

The educated American is profoundly
skeptical about machines, inclined to regard every inventnni as obsolescent as
...on as it has been made, but naively
trustful about political platitudes or philosophical half-truths and almost sheeplike in his acceptance of social convention.-Tord Instate Percy.
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TRY THIS TEST
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Synthetically, we are chnonatiniz workers. whereas synthetically we have found
no method of increasing consumption-- I
Melvin A. Traylor.

Experts are people who know more and
more about less and less.—Senator King
of Utah.

Febr

CCIP7T1101. 1534. 11. J. Ballolas T.,bacoo Compalls

How areYOUR nerves?

Humor has gone to all sorts of trouble
i .11 this continent to demonstrate that few
things can be laughed out of existence.--•
Thomas Beer.

The world is comedy to those that think.
a tragedy to those who feel—Horace
Walpole.

ou PM. Beta K
Sigma
6:00 P.M. Lambda
Kappa
9:00 P.M- Phi Eta
Sigma .
1 iidepen
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Neither fear, nor wish for, your last
day.—Martial.

The truly civilized man has no enemies.—Charles Fletcher Dole.

Febr

land for refere
,
ut of date so r
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,
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material available
money and time t
date.

Deem not life a thing ut ounsismenee.
For lisk at the yawning void of the future. and at that other limitless space.
the past.— Mar,us Aurelius.

Few speeches which have produced an
electrical effect on an audience can bear
the colorless photography of a printed
record.--Earl of Rosebery.

.sing is the
be ph
journal

i

ONE YEAR AGO

Words are the phy sic ians of a mind
diseased.--Aeschylus.

1NTRAMUR1

With arms hanging straight at your sides—standing in erect position—rise on your toes as high as
possible. See how long you can maintain this position without teetering or losing your balance.
Average time is one minute.
irrille Jaffee (Camel smoker). lament Olyourps( dusting
,hanopieN. can saatataia the polities 10 missiles.

Jangled nerves are like a leak in
your reserve of energy. And if
you could count the units of energy a normally high-strung
person wastes each day—the result would astonish you.
So if you find yourself drumming on your desk or table—or

indulging in any other nervous
habits—start protecting your
nerves.
Get enough sleep— fresh air.
Make Camels your cigarette.
You can smoke as many Camels
as you want. Their costlier tobaccos never jangle your nerves.

COSTLIER TOBACCOS

to

Camels are made from finer, MORE

VE
ToBAccos than any other popular EXPENSI
brand of cigarettes!

lock

SMOKE AS MANY AS YOU WANT...

Comparisons are odious.—Christopher
Marlowe.
Economy does not mean parsimony, hut
value for value.—Ernest .1 P. Berm
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INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE

Winter Carnival Is Planned for
Thurs. by Intramural A. A.
(Cowitsued VMS Page Oat)

is the schedule of the games
to
remaining be played in the Intramural will have an equal chance to place in the
scoring. Points will be awarded for the
Basketball Tournament :
first seven places in each event. The
February 15
committee in charge of the affair is M.
Milton NlacBride, chairman, Donald
A;
vs.
Dorm
Kappa
Beta
PM.
Sigma Nu vs. Kappa Sigma Stone, and Samuel Reese. The order of
events for the carnival is as follows:
is) P.M. Lambda Chi Alpha vs. phi
Kappa
10:30 A.M. 1 mile ski race (men)
PM. Phi Eta Kappa vs. Dorm B;
1;4 mile snowshoe race
Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
(men)
Independents
1:30 P.M. 100 yard ski dash trials
(men)
February 19
100 yard'ski dash trials
(women)
P.M. Sigma Nu vs. Faculty; Beta
100 yard snowshoe dash
Theta Pi vs. Dorm B
trials (men)
l'.M Sigma Phi Sigma vs. Phi
75 yard snowshoe dash trials
Eta Kappa; Delta Tau Delta
vs. Tau Epsilon Phi
i women)
100 yard ski dash finals
. P.M. Alpha Tau Omega vs. Oak
Hall; Phi Gamma Delta vs.
(men)
Dorm A
100 yard ski dash finals
(women)
February 20
100 yard snowshoe dash
finals (men)
Lambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi
75 yard snowshoe dash finals
Mu Delta; Sigma Nu vs.
(women)
Dorm B
Ski jumping
Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Alpha
Snowshoe obstacle race trials
Gamma Rho; Sigma Phi
(women)
Sigma vs. Kappa Sigma
220 yard snowshoe obstacle
Alpha Tau Omega vs. Sigma
race trials (men)
Chi; Theta Chi vs. Delta Tau
Medley race trials (women)
Delta
400 yard medley race trials
(men)
February 24
Medley race finals (women)
400 yard medley race finals
ii P.M. Sigma Phi Sigma vs. Fac(men)
ulty; Theta Chi vs. Faculty
Snowshoe obstacle race finals
P.M. Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Inde( women)
pendents; Sigma Alpha
220 yard snowshoe obstacle
Epsilon vs. Faculty
race finals (men)
• P.M. Phi Kappa Sigma vs. Beta
Kappa; Phi Gamma Delta
CHURCH NOTICE
vs. Sigma Chi
'Wing

LENTEN SERVICES TO BE
HELD IN LITTLE THEATRE

In The Library

Continuing a custom of the University
of holding a series of religious services
during the Lenten Period, services will
be held each Wednesday afternoon in the
Little Theatre. All students and faculty
members are cordially invited to attend.
The program, carefully arranged by
representatives of the Y.M.C.A. and Y.
Yti..C.A.. includes the following well
known speakers:
February 21, Reverend Harry Trust,
D.D.. President of the Bangor Theological Seminary.
February 28, Reverend Cecil G. Fielder, Secretary of the M.C.A.
March 7, Reverend Stephen Hole
Fritchman, of the Bangor Unitarian
Church.
March 14, Reverend Warren Moulton,
D.D., President Emeritus, of Bangor
Theological Seminary.
March 21, Dean James Muilenburg,
Dean of the Arts and Sciences College of
the University of Maine.

Davis, /uffisence of toralth in imperial
Row.
913.37 D2991
Dublin. Health and wealth. n14.04 1/852
Dyboski,
943.8 11)982
Ford, It hos the nightingale.
823.91 F751i
Hedrick, History of .1griciataire in
the stale of .V. F.
630.9747 H359
Lel;allienne, At 33.
792 L523
Milne. By way of istroduetion.
824.91 M636
Wynne, Diet and weight control.
641.4 W992
Books by Sherwood Eddy in the Library
7'he challenge of Muria
947 Ed26
Religion and social juitiee
301 E'cL.'6
Am / getting an ediieation! 370.1 Ami

Fellowship Church
Feb. 18th
Worship at 10:30 A.M., Dr. Sharpe
preaching upon the theme: "Letting the
Ape and Tiger Die."
Mr. William J. Cupp, Baritone, singing
two numbers.
Young People's Sunday Evening Club
6:30 to 8:15 at the Manse. Professor
John Crawford will speak upon "The
Amana Society of Iowa." Usual social
good lime; all students cordially invited.

$735 IS SPENT ALREADY
FOR REMOVAL
OF SNOW
to the Library collection.
—•--

The winter of 1933-34 has been called
the worst winter for fifty years. For the
Department of Grounds and Buildings the
task of remos mg the snow from the roads
and walks of the University has been the
hardest since 1919. The crew of three
men usually performing this task had to
be increased to eight men this year. The
one road plow and the two sidewalk plows
of the University have seen more service
than ever before. Work on clearing the
parking spaces, shoveling out the hydrants I
and sanding the icy spots have kept the
crew busy between the frequent storms
Only three times last year was it necessary to clear the roads of the campus at
a cost of about $100. This year $735 have
WIN HOYT IS ELECTED
HEAD OF PHI ETA KAPPA been spent already for plowing, sanding.
and wages.
At a recent meeting of the members of
If we would establish peace we must
Phi Eta Kappa the following officers were
first
establish justice.—Senator Swanson
elected for the spring semester: president,
of Virginia.
Winston Hoyt: vice-president, M. Milton
Macliride; secretary, Robert Craigie;
treasurer, Charles Towle.

PROFESSOR KIRSkIEN TO
ADDRESS FORUM FEB. 27
Proiessor 11. B. Kirshen of the Department of Economics and Sociology,
of the University, will address a meeting
of the Fellowship Forum February V at
the Young Women's Christian
'' iii FtAiigtir.
NOTICE
Der Deutscher Verein, honorary
German society, will meet in room
355 at Stevens Hall, Thursday eve.
rung, February

BROCKWAY'S
PLOWER SHOP
15 Central Street
BANGOR, MAINE

Discount to U. of M. Students

In a survey at Hunter College, it was
found that of the(a)freshman co-eds, only
one intends to marry after graduation.
The others are planning to work.
—Swarthmore Phoenix
We will never return to old order of
rugged individualism in this country for
it has proved an industrial and social failure.—William Green, president of the A.
F. of L.

Methodist Episcopal Church

February 26
P M Tau Epsilon Phi vs. Faculty;
Alpha Gamma Rho vs.
Dorm A
P.M. Beta Kappa vs. Alpha Tau
Omega; Beta Theta Pi vs.
Phi Eta Kappa
tot P.M. Phi Gamma Delta vs. Oak
Hall; Theta Chi vs. Dorm B
February 28
7 in P.M. Oak Hall vs. Dorm A;
Kappa Sigma vs. Faculty
SAO P.M. Beta Theta Pi vs. Sigma
Alpha Epsilon
(S) P.M. Theta Chi vs. Independents
March 2
I'M. Beta Theta Pi vs. Tau
Epsilon Phi
ii P.M. Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs.
Phi Eta Kappa
IN) P.M. Alpha Gamma Rho vs. Phi
Gamma Delta
IMI

Wandering Reporter Finds He
Knew Little About Ins and
Outs of Libe
(Continued from Page One)
hand for reference purposes, hut they
ffi• mit of date so rapidly in this changing
Aorld of ours that the newest information
• likely to become stale overnight. It is
aith the idea of bringing to the students
the University of Maine the newest
material available that the library spends
money and time to keep this file up to
late.
The librarian also informed this in)ui:•itive young man that all the unbound
magazines which have been reposing in
the glass dome in the library were moved
Ii the basement of North Stevens during
final examinations. This was done to
eliminate the fire hazard and also to protect the magazines front being damaged
n• the sunlight. Due to the lack of room
And funds the magazines
cannot be bound
it. volumes.

Centennial Week, Feb. 18 to 25
The Centennial Program opens Sunday
morning when the preacher will be Dr.
Harry Trust, president of the Bangor
Theological Seminary
The Student Forum at 6:45 will receive
the report of the representatives to the
Sherwood Eddy luncheon, and will discuss the issues disclosed. Luncheon and
Fellowship Hour begins at 6 o'clock.
The Evening Service at 7:45.
Saint James Episcopal Church
Corner of Main and Center Sts.,
Old Town
Veit. John de B Saunderson, Ph.D.,Rector
Services each Sunday as follows:
800 a.m.
Holy Communion
Morning Prayer and Sermon, 2nd
10.30 a.m.
and 4th Sundays
Holy Communion and Sermon, 1st
10.30 a.m.
and 3rd Sundays
Litany and Sermon, 5th Sunday 10.30 a.m.
N.B. Street car passes door of Church.

In five places at once
by telephone
Placed on the market a year ago, this pipe
mixture made many friends before it had
a line of advertising. Aged in the wood for
years ... BRIGGS is mellow, packed with
flavor, biteless! Won't you try a tin and let
genial BRIGGS speak for itself?

DANCE PROGRAMS

BACON PRINTING CO.
22 State St., Bangor

SEPT FACTORY FILM'
by ismer naiads.
CELLOPHANE

Genuine
WESTINGHOUSE
LIGHT BULBS

Conference telephone service—a new telephone
convenience—enables a number of people far apart
to talk together as freely as though gathered
around a table.
This fosters quicker interchange of ideas in
business — saves time and money — expedites
decisions. For example: an executive wishes to
discuss plans with his district managers. His telephone is connected Jimulianeou.ily with each of
theirs— all can talk, all hear everything that is said!
Through constantly developing new uses, Bell
System service grows more and more valuable.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

15-30 and 60 Watt
EACH

FRED C. PARK
Mill St.. Orono

I

WHY NOT SAY -II PITO- TO MOTHFR AND DADP
—RATES ARE 1.0WEST AFTER N. Si I', H.

BANGOR PUBLIX THEARTES
dilecomms•••••••••••••••••••••••••••asy
BANGOR

OPERA HOUSE
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Feb. 15, 16, 17
I' UN FOR ALL—ALL IN FUN!!

25C
to
5

NEW VAUDEVILLE POLICY

•
•
•
•
•

PARK THEATRE

•
•
•
•

Feat. •
1:30 • II,
ii.
i
.
W
Boland,
with Charlie Ruggles, Mary
•
35:2025 ••
Alison Skipworth. George Burns, Gracie Allen
•
•
7:10 •
9.10 III •
Mon., Tues., Wed.,Thurs.••
•
Feb. 19, 20, 21, 22

•

Return iii

"Queen Christina"

••
Is

'
U
•
▪ d
U,

•
••
•
Continuous Daily 1 .30-10 30
• 111
•
'44.11•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1TT

OH! GIRL

HERE IS AN
ALL STAR

Friday, Saturday, Feb. 16, 17

VAUDEVILLE
SHOW

"PADDY THE NEXT BEST THING"
Cont.
daily
from
12 30

—

Bangor, Maine

JANET GAYNOR, WARNER BAXTER in

• II

GARBO

OH! BOY

Monday, Tuesday, Feb. 19, 20

"FOOTLIGHT PARADE300 Girls-20 Great Stars-1000 New Thrills
and Surprises with
James Castnev. Ruby Reeler, Dick Powell,
loan illondell
Wednesday, Thursday, Feb. 21, 22

-SLEEPERS EAST"
ith Wynne Gibson, Preston Foster

Mat.
10 & 154
Eve.
10 & 254

7 ACTS OF CLASS A
VAUDEVILLE

"THE NINTH GUEST"
it Ii Gene%:eve Tobin and Donald Cool,
Thurs., Fri. Night, 1 Show-7:30
Continuous on Saturday
Thurs., Fri., Sat.
Matinee-2:00
104, 254, 354
Take Advantage of
th• Pare.,

NEW BIJOU
THEATRE
Bangor

I
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MAINE TRACK TEAM
ENTERS UNIVERSITY
CLUB MEET AT HUB
Maine Was Unofficial Class
B Winner at Same Meet
In 1933 Season
The varsity track men are being sent
through intense practise sessions daily by
Coach Chester Jenkins in preparation for
the University Club meet which will take
place at the Boston Gardens next Wednesday evening. The meet was originally
scheduled for Saturday, but was postponed this week by the track officials for
the holiday evening.
The Pale Blue team won the Class B
games last year although there was no
official scoring of the meet kept. However, it has been announced that there
will be an official tabulation made in this
year's meet. Three of the events which
were listed in the program a year ago
have been abolished this season—the 35
pound hammer, the 16 pound shot, and the
running broadjump.
There are only seven events in Class B
games which will find all the leading
smaller New England college track
teams competing. The events are the
50 yard dash, the 45 yard high hurdles,
the 880, the one mile, the one mile relay,
the pole vault, and the high jump.
In the 50 yard dash, Earl Hill, Don
Huff, Maurice Goddard, Clyde Higgins,
and Milton Attridge loom up as the leading sprinters with Hill showing the most
promise. Hill placed in the semi-finals at
the Knights of Columbus Games which
were held recently.
Maurice Goddard is Coach Jenkins'
only hurdler of ability. The tall timber
topper has been working hard at the high
hurdles and has been showing considerable improvement over last year.
One of the strongest events in which
Maine is entered is the 880 yard run with
Ken Black, Joel Marsh, and Bill Cole
sporting the Pale Blue colors. This trio
of runners each ran a beautiful half mile
in the two mile relay race at the B.A.A.
games last Saturday and have been
clocked under two minutes quite consistently. The one mile run, with Ernie
Black, Bob Wishart, and harry Saunders
coinpeting, is also another strong event
for Maine.
Ken Ireland is the Pale Blue's best bet
in both the high jump and the pole vault
although not too much is known of the
sophomore's ability. His chief rival in
the hffig jump is Joe Stevens with Fred
Black his closest opponent in the pole
vault.
At the present writing, Coach Jenkins
is undecided as to which men he will
select for the one mile relay outfit. There
is a possibility that he may form a team
of four men who are also entered in the
track events provided the particular
events in which the men are entered does
iv it tome near the one mile relay race on
the program.

SPORTS
SPIELS
By BOB BERG
In winning the B.A.A. two mile intercollegiate relay title at the Ruston Gardens, the Pale Blue varsity turned in a
remarkable performance—To leave behind such opposition as Harvard, Holy
Cross, Bates, Boston College, and M.I.T.
is something for Coach Jenkins' quartet
to be proud about--What made the victory all the sweeter was, that two weeks
ago Maine placed second to Harvard at
the K. of C. Games running against the
same competition----And Ken and Ernie
Black, Bill Cole, and Joel Marsh are all
juniors and have still to reach their peak.
• • • • • •
The University Club meet at the Hub
city Saturday will find the four Maine
colleges among the track teams battling
for the Class B title—As you remember,
last year after some of the wierdest manipulations of scoring you ever did see, Bowdoin was announced the winner of the
meet although there was no official count
kept—The creator of the Bowdoin win
scored five places in the field events and
three places in the track events—Therefore, the Polar Bear outfit obtained 28
points through this odd system to 27 for
Maine—However, Boston papers later
ridiculed this scoring and proved that
Maine had won the meet if a proper tabulation had been made—This year there
will be an official scoring released.
• • • • • •

MAINE WILL DEFEND PHI KAPPA SIG LEADS FROSH A WINS ONE;
W. S. CHAMPIONSHIP IN SOUTHERN LEAGUE FROSH B LOSES ONE
AT BATES SATURDAY Phi Kappa in Second Place. First Team Takes J. Bapst
Johnstone Stars in Game
For Top Position

trite triais w ere 116,1 late yesterday afternoon after press time to
determine who would make the trip
By virtue of its decisive win over Phi
with the ‘Vinter Sports team when Kappa this week, the Phi Kappa Sigma
they journey to Lewiston Saturday quintet is now in the sun berth of the
Southern League with eight victories and
to defend their state title against no defeats. Phi Kappa is in second place
Bates.
with sesen wins in eight starts. Led by
.ble weather of Ken Johnstone, star center for the frosh
With all the lavora
late Coach Ted Curtis has been driv- last year, the Phi Kappa Sig outfit forged
into a substantial lead during the third
ing his men hard in anticipation of quarter and put the game on ice. Other
this •meet s hich was cancelled last games in the intramural leagues have not
changed the standings a great deal.
year due to the lack of snow.
The standings through Tuesday eveMaine should make an excellent
ning's game s is as follows :
showing. against Bates in view of
NORTHERN LEAGUE
the experience the men have gained
W
L
Pct.
in the Like Placid meet and the Theta Chi
7
0
1.000
Dartmouth. Alton Prince will com- Phi -Eta Kappa
5
1
.833
pete in the distance snowshoe races, Faculty
3
1
.750
5
.714
2
Bill Carolers and several men not yet Tau Epsilon Phi
3
2
.600
chosen will be entered in the ski , Beta Theta Pi
Delta Tau Delta
5
4
.555
events.
Sigma Nu
2
2
.500
Independents

FELLOWS AND FOGARTY
Kappa Sigma
NET TOURNEY FINALISTS Sigma Alpha Epsilon

The indoor tennis tournament has now
readied the final round. In the upper
bracket Frank Fellow's '37 has defeated
all opponents and is faced by John Fogarty '3o who has survived competition
in the lower bracket.
The finals match between Fellows and
Fogarty will he played in the Memorial
Gymnasium Friday, February 23, just
Phi Kappa Sigma has virtually clinched following the basketball game.
the title in I.eague B in the Intramural
Basketball Tournament by its 46-30 win
over Phi Kappa—After holding Phi Kap- during the first week in March.
• •• • * *
pa Sigma to a 20-18 score at the end of
It certainly gets your goat at times to
the first half, Phi Kappa crumpled under
the powerful offensive attack launched by observe the attitude taken by those athits rivals in the third quarter as it was letes who cannot compete any longer for
held to one field goal while Phi Kappa the various teams on account of running
Sigma rolled up IO points—The last quar- into scholastic difficulties—It appears that
ter found the ultimate winners thwart- they seem to get keen satisfaction out of
ing all of Phi Kappa's vain attempts to the fact that their services are lost—At
even the score—With Theta Chi appar- least that's the attitude you tend to reently the victors in League A, all signs ceive when you see them smirking while
point to a spectacular and great contest watching their former teammates making
between Theta Chi and Phi Kappa Sigma an error or two in a contest—They are
for the championship of the University-.- surely no help to the University—Too bad
This tussle will take place most likely y, al have to put up with them.

Dorm B
Sigma Phi Sigma

4
5
4
4
6

SOUTHERN LEAGUE
W
L
Phi Kappa Sigma
8
0
Phi Kappa
7
1
Alpha Tau Omega
4
2
Alpha Gamma Rho
4
2
Phi Mu Delta
4
3
Lambda Chi Alpha
2
3
Phi Gamma Delta
1
3
Oak Hall
1
4
Sigma Chi
1
5
Dorm A
1
5
Beta Kappa
0
5

.333
285
.200
.200
.000
Pct.
1.000
.875
.666
.666
.571
.400
.250
.200
.166
.166
.000

WOMEN'S RIFLE TEAM
MEETS RENO NEXT WEEK
The Women's Rifle Team will be selected Friday to compete with Reno, Nevada, next week. The results of the
shooting will be exchanged by mail to
determine the winner.
More men than women are registered in
the cooking classes of Michigan State

Tome

26-19; Milo Beats B
Team 26-24

April
April
April
Coach Bill Kenyon's freshman basketball team A continued on its winning way May
Tuesday evening when it outfought a May
stubborn John Bapst quintet and came out May
on the lung end of a 20-19 count in the May
Memorial Gymnasium. With the score
May
deadlocked 19 all soon after the third
session started, Smith broke the tie for May

(Exhibition)
25 Northeastern at Bostol,
26 Rhode Island at Kingst,,s
27 Connecticut Aggies at
2 Colby at Orono

8 Colby at Waterville
11 Bates at Lewiston
16 Bowdoin at Orono
19 Bates at Orono
22 Bates at Lewiston
Maine with a foul shot and the frosh May 23 Bowdoin at Brunswid.
were never headed. Bucknam starred of- May 28 Bowdoin at Orono
fensively and defensively for the first May 30 Colby at Orono
year men as he scored eight points. Smith
was not far behind him with six.
Hubert Herring Speaks Brilliantly,
Team B, however, did not fare so well
Pan America
(Continued from Page One)
as they were nosed out in the final seconds of play by Milo High School by a
In his own peculiar humorous vein, Dr.
score of 26-24. The game was a nip and
tuck affair throughout, and although Herring said that the reason that ArgenMaine was leading at the half, Milo forged tina dislikes the United States is because
ahead at the end of the third canto and it is so much like the United States. He
clung to its slim margin till the final gun. criticised the American attitude in South
America. In comparing the American
The summaries:
with the British attitude, he said that the
FROSH A (26)
British go into South America to stay,
G. F. T.P.
whereas the American goes in to clean up
Tapley, If
0
1
1
and get out.
Carlisle, If
0
1
1
He commented on the Monroe Doctrine
Keegan, rf
0
2
2
and the manner in which it is taken by
Lane, rf
2
0
4
the South Americans. He said that it is
Smith, c
2
2
6
considered as an officious piece of non0
0
0
Jackson, c
sense. He said that the Monroe Doctrine
0
0
0
Murray, 1g
has helped break down Pan Americanism,
3
2
8
Bucknam, Ig
because the question is asked in South and
Thair, rg
2
0
4
Latin America what business it is of the
Dow, rg
0
0
0
United States to make itself self-appointMurray. rg
0
0
0
ed nurse maid.
Totals
9
8 26
JOHN BAPST (19)
G. F.
Ig
1
o
Rittal, rf
2
0
4
L. Harris, rg
1
I
4
2 10
Dinsmore, rf
Totals
11
4
Barry, rf
0
0
0
FROSH B (24)
Julien, c
2
0
4
G. F. T.P.
Crabb, Ig
0
0
0
Carlisle, If
0
0
0
Davis, lg
0
0
0
Cameron, If
1
1
3
Clement, rg
0
1
1
Burke, rf
2
0
4
Collins, rg
0
0
0
Golding, rf
1
0
2
Totals
8
3 19
Dalot, c
2
4
8
Referee: Wallace. Time: 4-8's.
Wilson, 1g
1
0
2
MILO (26)
Brewster, Ig
0
0
0
G. F. T.P. N. Wilson, rg
2
1
5
Childes, rg
G. Harris, If
4
1
9
0
0
0
4 24
Ouellette, rf
1
1
3
Totals
9
Webb, c
4
1
9
Referee: Cust. Time: 4-8's.

T.P.

The best tobacco for pipes
comesfrom Kentucky..and it's
called "White Burley"

Team A Breaks Losing Streak
In Defeating Waterville.
B Team Loses Two
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April 19 Colby at Waterville
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FROSH HOOP TEAMS
LOSE THREE GAMES
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E use White Burley in making
Granger Rough Cut. It comes
from the Blue Grass region of Kentucky
—ripc, mild leaf tobacco that just about
tops them all for fragrance and flavor.
From the right place on the stalk we
select the kind that's best for pipes. Then
we make it into Granger by Wellman's
Method and cut it up into big shaggy flakes.
White Burley tobacco—made the way
old man Wellman taught us how to make
it—that's Granger.

W

lill Kenyon's freshisai, team A
snapped out if its prolonged slump last
Saturday evening when it defeated Waterville High School 35-27 at the Memorial
t;ynmasium. Led by Tapley, Smith, and
l'hair, the frosh put on a spirited attack
which resulted iii their first victory in
four starts.
A speedy Rumford High outfit Os erCame Team A in the fastest game f the
season last Friday evening by a score of
44-32. The frosts led by Tapley and
Houghton, tried to ,,%eis,'me Runifiqd's
early lead by the high schoolers. with
Scritia and Dubois scoring 37 points between them, proved to be too mush for
the frosh quintet.
Team B did not fare so well this past
week as it bowed to John Rapst on Friday
evening 25-lo in Bangor. and iii Saturday
evening they were again on the short
end of the score as they were overcome
by Nlonson Academy 26-13. The academy outfit went into the lead right after
the opening whistle and they were never
threatened throughout the remaining three
sessions.

"Cut rough to smoke cool"
a sensible package
10 cents

Patronize Our Advertisers

is the way pipe smokers
describe Granger—by it

ranger Rough Cut
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